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Abstract
Market intelligence plays a crucial role in informing strategic decision making in the competitive
biomedical sector. With the advancement of digital technologies, there is growing interest in leveraging
these tools to enhance traditional market intelligence approaches. This article presents a case study that
explores the practical applications of natural language processing (NLP), and advanced analytic methods
in the context of market and competitive intelligence. The case study focuses on the use of these digital
tools to monitor conferences and analyze competitor hiring trends. The findings highlight the potential
of digital technologies to provide valuable insights for evidence-based decision making in the business
domain.
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1. Introduction

The biomedical industry is characterized by rapid technological advancements, intense com-
petition, and evolving market dynamics. In this fast-paced environment, market intelligence
plays a pivotal role in helping organizations understand trends, monitor competitors, identify
new opportunities, and make informed strategic decisions.

Traditionally, market intelligence has relied on methods such as primary and secondary
research, surveys, and expert interviews [1], however, the digital era has unlocked vast amounts
of publicly available online data that can potentially augment traditional approaches when
leveraged through advanced digital technologies. This article presents a case study that explores
the practical applications of digital tools, NLP, and advanced analytic methods, in the context of
market and competitive intelligence.

2. Monitoring conferences via social media:

Scientific conferences, along with publications, serve as a key source of knowledge about
trends in a particular domain, however, due to budget constraints or travel restrictions, physical
attendance may not always be feasible. To overcome this limitation, we developed a scalable
process to gather conference-related data from social media platforms, using relevant conference
hashtags. (fig. 1)
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Figure 1: Conceptual pipeline and selected results from Twitter analysis

The analysis of social media data, in particular ”Twitter” (now ”X”) data, has become common
practice during major global events [2, 3]. The real-time availability of large textual data-sets
connected to specific events, often labeled through #hashtags, provides excellent corpora for
topic extraction, exploration of social dynamics, and sentiment analysis. Following a similar
principle, we explored the monitoring of medical and scientific conferences through social
media to extract market and competitive intelligence.

We started our investigation by collecting historical data on a selected number of conferences
to assess feasibility. During this initial phase, we experimented with different parameters and
methods, gathering qualitative feedback from subject matter experts (SMEs) who had attended
those events. Through our iterative and collaborative approach, we were able to identify several
crucial factors that significantly impacted the success of our analysis. These factors encompassed
the choice of hashtags, the minimum threshold for number of tweets, the parameters utilized
for data processing, and the most informative visualizations.

Using NLP techniques and influence scoring algorithms, we identified influential discussants
and discussion topics. Network graphs were then generated to visualize the relationships
between key stakeholders, conferences, topics, and competitors. This approach provided a
cost-effective means of virtually attending events and tracking competitor activities in real-time.



3. Competitive intelligence from job listings

Job postings analysis has been successfully used to assess labour market dynamics[4, 5, 6].
Focusing on postings from a specific competitor, or a limited number of key players, can
provide valuable insights into an organization’s strategic focus and can serve as an indicator of
emerging trends in the biomedical industry.

Figure 2: Conceptual pipeline and selected results from job listing analysis

Through the use of web scraping and data extraction techniques, we collected a vast amount
of job postings from various sources, including competitor’s websites and job listing portals.
The collected data was then processed using natural language processing (NLP) techniques to
extract relevant information and identify patterns.

One of the primary challenges in analyzing job postings is the wide range of information con-
tained in job descriptions: Beside specific roles, responsibilities, qualifications, and requirements,
there is a variety of statements about the company culture, its mission and social responsibility,
equality and inclusivity disclaimers, as well as generic corporate jargon with low information
value.

To visualize the findings and facilitate interpretation, we developed interactive network
graphs (fig. 2), which allowed our subject matter experts (SMEs) to identify connections and



relationships between different job postings, skills, and competencies. By representing these
relationships in a visual format, our SMEs were able to explore the information space and
provide commentary and qualitative insights that enriched the contextual understanding of our
competitors’ strategy.

The insights derived from the analysis of competitor job postings provided us with valuable
information for strategic decision-making. By understanding the skills and qualifications sought
by competitors, wewere able to identify potential gaps in our own talent pool andmake informed
decisions regarding recruitment and talent acquisition strategies. Additionally, the analysis
shed light on emerging technology trends, validating our assumptions surrounding upcoming
technology platforms pursued by our competitors.

4. Methods

The case study presented in this article utilized a multi-step process that combined various
technologies. While the two pipelines used for conference intelligence and for job intelligence
present some differences, they share a common logical structure:

4.1. Data collection

Custom scripts were developed and deployed on an cloud based virtual machine, daily triggers
were set for automated data collection. Twitter data was retrieved via the twitter API, job
posting data was obtained via web scraping. Data was saved and stored in a database with
relevant metadata for efficient retrieval.

4.2. Data pre-processing

For tweets, datasets were defined as collection of entries related to the same conference, for job
postings, datasets were defined as collection of jobs posted by the same company in a given
time interval.

All the text elements were normalized to English using the Google Translate API and duplicate
entries were removed, regular expressions were used to remove Twitter handles, URLs, and the
conference #hashtags from tweets, and to remove a list of manually curated corporate statements
from job descriptions. The pre-processed data was finally tagged as ready for analysis.

4.3. Data processing

NLP pipelines were developed and executed in R using the package tm[7].
After tokenization, a document-term-matrix (DTM) was created and normalized using the

term-frequency inverse-document-frequency (TF-IDF) method, terms with frequency below
0.2% were then removed to reduce the matrix dimensions and its sparsity.

For tweets, we performed a spherical-kmeans clustering of the document-term-matrix using
CLUTO[8] with three distinct partition numbers (k=6, k=7, k=8). We produced three separate
output tables summarizing the most common terms in each partition, leaving to SMEs the



choice of which parameter generated the most meaningful set of topics. We also calculated two
user-centric scores for each conference, one as raw count of tweets per user, one as average
number of re-tweets per tweet across the dataset.

For job postings, we calculated Spearman correlation between terms in the document-term-
matrix and, leveraging the package igraph[9], constructed an undirected graph for each company.
In these graphs, each node represented a term, whereas edge values were proportional to the
correlation coefficients.

4.4. Data visualization

Results from each processing pipeline were stored in predetermined database tables and made
accessible for visualization.

To display the conference analysis results, we chose to use a collection of standardized
visualizations via Tableau. This decision was based on the tool’s familiarity to our subject
matter experts (SMEs) and its existing integration with our business processes.

For the job posting analysis, we utilized the visNetwork framework, which enabled SMEs to
easily prune the graphs by selecting cut-off values through the user interface. This functionality
allowed them to determine suitable parameters for the specific portion of the graph they were
investigating.

5. Conclusions

In the rapidly evolving biomedical industry, market intelligence plays a crucial role in informing
strategic decision-making. With the advent of digital technologies, organizations must evolve
and adopt technology drivenmethods to enhance traditional market and competitive intelligence
approaches.

This article highlights two use cases that demonstrate the effectiveness of NLP and other
advanced methods in analyzing large amounts of data, extracting valuable insights, and guiding
strategic decision-making.

A crucial component of our approach was the iterative improvement of our analysis pipelines
in collaboration with subject matter experts. Their expertise and domain knowledge allowed
us to rapidly evolve our methods, optimizing our processes not only for accuracy and repro-
ducibility, but also for greater explainability of the results. Furthermore, the ability to alter
a selected number of analysis parameters, simplified our method development, removing the
need to precisely define the boundaries of applicability of our pipelines, while simultaneously
instilling trust in the system.
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